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About ICC
The International Code Council (ICC) is a memberfocused association with over 64,000 Members. It is
dedicated to developing model codes and standards
used in the design, build and compliance process to
construct safe, sustainable, affordable and resilient
structures. Most U.S. communities and many global
markets choose the ICC-published International Codes®
(I-Codes®).
The I-Codes® provide minimum safeguards for people at
home, at school and in the workplace. The I-Codes are
a complete set of comprehensive, coordinated building
safety and fire prevention codes. Building codes benefit
public safety and support the industry’s need for one set
of codes without regional limitations.
Fifty states and the District of Columbia have adopted
the I-Codes at the state or jurisdictional level. Federal
agencies including the Architect of the Capitol,
General Services Administration, National Park
Service, Department of State, U.S. Forest Service
and the Veterans Administration. The Department of
Defense references the International Building Code®
for constructing military facilities, including those
that house U.S. troops around the world and at home.
Amtrak uses the International Green Construction Code®
for new and extensively renovated sites and structures.
Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands enforce one or
more of the I-Codes.

VISION & MISSION

HISTORY
The ICC was established in 1994 as a non-profit
organization dedicated to developing a single
set of comprehensive and coordinated national
model construction codes. The founders of the
ICC are Building Officials and Code Administrators
International, Inc. (BOCA), International Conference
of Building Officials (ICBO) and Southern Building
Code Congress International, Inc. (SBCCI). In the early
part of the last century, these non-profit organizations
developed three separate sets of model codes used
throughout the United States. Although regional code
development had been effective and responsive to
our country’s needs, the time came for a single set of
codes. The nation’s three model code groups responded
by creating the ICC and by developing codes without
regional limitations; the I-Codes.

ICC FAMILY OF COMPANIES

INTERNATIONAL
ACCREDITATION
SERVICE
®

Alliance
Resilience
for National & Community

Vision: Protect the health, safety and welfare of people
by creating safe buildings and communities.
Mission: To provide the highest quality codes,
standards, products and services for all concerned with
the safety and performance of the built environment.

VALUES:


Customer Value



Integrity and Trust



Member Focus



Professionalism



Public Service



Quality

www.iccsafe.org
888-422-7233
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Membership
At the heart of ICC's rich history is our partnership with
our Members. ICC and its Members work together to
create safer homes, neighborhoods and workplaces by
promoting and maintaining the I-Codes. ICC Members
benefit from top-notch education and professional
development, innovative products and services, timely
industry news and valuable networking opportunities
while lending their own expertise to the code
development process.
The organization offers several membership categories
and an extensive system of regional offices, chapters
and key relationships with officials at the state and local
levels of government.
Code enforcement and fire officials, designers,
architects, construction professionals, corporate
representatives and others involved in the development
and maintenance of the built environment are all valued
Members of the ICC.

MEMBER BENEFITS
As an ICC Member, you can expect nothing less than
world-class service. ICC maintains cost-effective dues,
while providing invaluable benefits, such as:


Free code book(s) – new Members receive a free
book or set of books (depending on membership
category).



10%–25% off code books, CDs, specialized
publications and training materials.



Discounts on world-class training and educational
programs so you can learn while you earn CEUs and
LUs.



Professional certification verify your knowledge
and advance your career through ICC’s certification
programs. ICC Members receive discounts on study
materials and certification renewals.



Opinions from experts to answer your code-related
questions.(depending on Member category).

www.iccsafe.org/membership
888-422-7233
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Products
The Code Council offers a comprehensive portfolio
of quality products to meet the needs of a diverse
audience and evolving industry. The variety of codes,
standards, guidelines and support documents assist
design, construction and code enforcement professionals
with the important duty of ensuring public safety. ICC
publications are available in multiple formats including
print, PDF download, and premium online subscription.

THE INTERNATIONAL CODE FAMILY

IBC
*ICCPC
®

*

International Building Code®

®

IECC
*IEBC
*IFC
*IFGC
*IgCC
*IMC
*IPC
*IPMC
*IPSDC
®

*

®

INTERNATIONAL CODES (I-CODES )
®

®

The family of International Codes is the most
comprehensive set of construction provisions available.
The I-Codes developed to integrate with each other
to provide a uniform set of codes that yields positive
impacts on building safety at an affordable cost. The
family of codes contains provisions that facilitate
flexibility and innovation.

®

®

®

®

®

REGIONAL CODES
Currently, one or more of the I-Codes have been adopted
or is in use in all 50 United States, the District of
Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands
and many global markets. Some states and regions
adopt a specific edition of the I-Codes, while others
work with the Code Council to customize the codes for
statewide or local use with amendments specific to the
climatic, geographic and topographical conditions of the
jurisdiction.

4
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®

®

*

IRC

*

ISPSC

*

IWUIC

*

IZC

®

International Energy Conservation Code®
International Existing Building Code®
International Fire Code®
International Fuel Gas Code®
International Green Construction Code®
International Mechanical Code®
International Plumbing Code®
International Property Maintenance Code®
International Private Sewage
Disposal Code®
International Residential Code® for
One- and Two-Family Dwellings

®

®

®

International Code Council Performance
Code® for Buildings and Facilities

International Swimming Pool
and Spa Code®
International Wildland-Urban
Interface Code®
International Zoning Code®

shop.iccsafe.org
800-786-4452
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Products (cont.)
STANDARDS

EXAM PREPARATION

ICC Standards are developed utilizing a consensus
process and are adopted by reference to be used
with the I-Codes or as a standalone document by
jurisdictions internationally. The standards are approved
by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
and address important topics such as accessibility,
energy efficiency, solar thermal, bleachers and
grandstands, log structures, storm shelters, residential
dwellings in high-wind regions and green residential
building.

Two popular study tools, the Study Companion Series
and FlashCards, have been helping exam candidates
with test preparation for years using self-paced study
lessons. Each Study Companion takes the reader
step-by-step through critical points of the code using
discussion and illustrations to assist in understanding
the content.

COMMENTARIES
Code application is clarified in the Code and
Commentary series to ensure thorough understanding of
how to interpret, apply and enforce the I-Codes. Each
book reprints every code section in its entirety and
follows it immediately with corresponding commentary
written by ICC experts.

GUIDELINES
Also a part of the Code Council’s full array of technical
publications, the Guideline series brings focused
attention to areas such as commissioning, replicable
buildings, acoustics and toilets.

DIGITAL PRODUCTS
The I-Codes and most support references are now
available as immediate PDF downloads, in addition
to printed editions. The 2018 editions of the I-Code
downloads include redline versions showing code
text with revisions made to the 2015 edition. ICC's
innovative premiumACCESS online subscriptions offer
code users superior digital features and mobility. Using
an Internet connection, subscribers can save time
with advanced search, highlight, add notations, and
collaborate with colleagues. Many subscriptions options
are available for I-Codes, State Codes, ICC Standards
and Commentaries.

PUBLISHING PARTNERS
The Code Council is pleased to work with notable
publishing houses such as Cengage Learning, McGrawHill, John Wiley & Sons, Fairchild Books/Bloomsbury,
and Taunton Press, as well as professional associations
including NFPA, RESNET, ASHRAE, ASTM, AIA, NAHB,
NCSEA, SEAOC, CALBO, NSSA, APSP, ASABE, ASCE,
MBMA, MIA and SMACNA. These partnerships have
helped ICC to develop best-selling publications that
ensure smooth transitions for code users moving from
one edition of the code to the next.

SUPPORT REFERENCES
The Code Council Product Development team is
dedicated to meeting the everyday needs of all who
interpret, apply and administer the I-Codes. A complete
system of support publications is available, from indepth textbooks to quick-reference guides, such as
the International Building Code Illustrated Handbook,
Significant Changes and Essentials Series, Turbo Tabs,
Inspector’s Guides and many more.

shop.iccsafe.org
800-786-4452
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Code Development
The Code Council develops construction and public
safety codes through a governmental consensus process.
This system of code development has provided the
highest level of safety in the world for more than 90
years.
Every three years a new code cycle begins with code
change proposals then proceeds to committee hearings
and public action hearings. The cycle culminates with
the publishing of a new edition of the International
Codes® ready to be adopted throughout the U.S. and
by the global community. As one code cycle comes to
completion, the next code cycle begins.

GET INVOLVED
ICC makes it easy for you to become part of this vitally
important process.


With the advent of cdpACCESS®, getting involved
is a mouse click away. Find a section of code you
believe needs improvement, submit a code change
proposal and follow it through the process.



Look for “Calls for Committees” on the ICC website
and apply for openings on one of the many Code
Development Committees.



Attend Code Action Hearings live. Study the agendas
and add value by sharing your vast experience with
your testimony. You may also view hearings online.

OPENNESS


Participation in the development of the codes,
including code hearings, is open to all at no cost.



Anyone can submit a code change proposal or make
a public comment.



Code committees must consider all views before
voting.

TRANSPARENCY


Any committee vote and the reasons for that vote
must be documented.



Final decisions are made in an open hearing by
public safety officials.

BALANCE OF INTEREST


Committee members represent general interests,
user interests, producer interests or multiple
interests. One-third of the committee’s members
must be public safety officials.



Committee members cannot vote on issues that are
a conflict of interest.



ICC membership is not a condition of committee
membership.

DUE PROCESS

9



A code change proponent has the opportunity to
rebut opponents and vice versa.



Anyone who attends the hearing can testify.



Committees are required to consider all views,
objections and the cost impact of all code change
proposals.

www.iccsafe.org/code-development
888-422-7233
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cdpACCESS
EMPOWERED PARTICIPATION

VOTE

cdpACCESS® is the Code Council’s new cloud-based
system for the code development process (cdp). Log in
with your myICC username and password to collaborate,
review, submit and vote (if eligible) on code change
proposals and public comments.

It is easy to review hearing testimony and vote on
code change proposals and public comments in
cdpACCESS®. After the Committee Action Hearings, ICC
members will be able to view the hearing for those code
changes that received an assembly motion and vote
on the motions. After the Public Comment Hearings,
ICC Governmental Member Voting Representatives and
Honorary Members will be able to view the hearings and
vote on the Online Governmental Consensus Vote.

COLLABORATE
cdpACCESS® allows you to create code change
proposals and public comments and store them in the
cloud for easy access and submission. You can also
invite colleagues to view, comment and collaborate on
your proposals/comments.
Once you log in, click on “Proposals,” then “Create New
Proposal” to begin.

SUPPORT
Support for cdpACCESS® is just a click or phone call
away.
View help files and tutorial videos about cdpACCESS®
by clicking “Help” at the top of the screen, or contact
ICC staff.

www.iccsafe.org/cdpaccess
888-422-7233
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Plan Review Services
From high-rise commercial buildings and retail facilities
to residential developments, schools, hospitals, and
civic institutions, no plan review is too complex or too
large for the code experts of ICC's Plan Review Services.
That's why federal, state and local government agencies,
architects and building professionals turn to ICC for
the most accurate code analysis in the country. Every
plan is prepared by licensed and ICC-certified engineers
and architects who understand the International Codes
(I-Codes) and legacy model codes better than any other
plan review service in the building industry.

WHAT WE OFFER


The most comprehensive and detailed plan reviews
in the industry with turnaround times coordinated
with the permit processes.

PLAN REVIEW SERVICE OPTIONS:
LIMITED SCOPE
Evaluations of specific code topics as applied to
a project, or special studies of particular building
components or applications.

PRELIMINARY
The review of initial design code compliance including
use and occupancy classification, height and
area calculations, means of egress, fire-resistance
construction requirements and foundation design.

COMPLETE



Reviews to the I-Codes or legacy codes (BOCA,
SBCCI, ICBO), as well as state codes based on the
International Codes with minor amendments.

Comprehensive review of design drawings and
specifications to the disciplines requested.



Reviews to disciplines including building (structural
and non-structural), mechanical, plumbing,
electrical, accessibility, energy conservation, and fire
protection systems.

AS EASY AS 1-2-3



A detailed checklist of code compliance and
violations as well as one complimentary re-review of
reissued plans.

1. Send the required plans, specifications, and other
design documents along with an authorization
for ICC to perform the plan review. In addition to
submitting hard copy plans, another method you
may use is the ICC ePlan Services powered by
Avolve Software.

2. Within 15 to 20 working days, ICC will respond with
a comprehensive plan review report and checklist.

3. If necessary, send the revised drawings along with
resolutions to the code deficiencies to
ICC for a complimentary re-review.

PLAN
REVIEW
12
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www.iccsafe.org/PlanReview
888-422-7233, x33809
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Learning Center
The Learning Center at ICC provides training and
education to building safety, fire, design, and
construction professionals on how best to apply and
enforce the codes and leadership topics.
Training and education programs are designed for
maximum impact and results by assisting you in
developing professional skills, advancing your career,
expanding your knowledge base, and/or preparing for
your next certification exam. Stay on the leading edge of
the industry while earning valuable CEUs.
All Learning Center training opportunities are developed
and led by nationally recognized code experts with
decades of experience. We offer convenient learning
opportunities in a variety of formats, including
classroom, virtual, live web session and online courses.

VIRTUAL CLASSROOM
Join a live training event from any location – whether
you’re in the office or at home. All you need is a
standard Internet connection. Virtual classrooms are
a hybrid learning environment where you participate
remotely and experience the same collaboration,
instructor interaction and learning benefits as if you
were physically in the classroom.

LIVE WEB SESSION
Participate in targeted training events by taking
advantage of a web session series to give you the
training you need in the timeframe you need it while
getting all the CEUs you need for certification renewal.

CLASSROOM

ONLINE

The Learning Center’s multi-day Institute, single-day
Seminars, and Certification Test Academies offer indepth training from leading code and building safety
experts held at locations throughout the U.S. Network
with your peers and get on-the-job questions answered
at an in-person training. Also, Hire ICC to Teach
provides the opportunity to bring ICC’s expert instructors
to the location of your choice. Choose from a wide range
of topics or work with the Learning Center experts to
develop customized training to meet your needs.

Online learning is available 24/7 and features topics
such as exam study, code training, management,
leadership, and financial planning.

PREFERRED PROVIDER PROGRAM
Open the door to extensive training opportunities
with ICC-approved educational offerings by a variety
of providers as they relate to codes, standards and
guidelines, as well as building construction materials,
products and methods.

PREFERRED
EDUCATION
PROVIDER
learn.iccsafe.org
888-422-7233, x33821
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Assessment Center
The ICC is a world-class leader in providing professional
certifications and construction trade licensing exams
for code inspection, administration personnel, and
contractors worldwide. ICC national certification
exams provide individuals with an opportunity to
get professional recognition and demonstrate their
knowledge of various construction regulatory codes,
standards and practices.
Currently, 61,000 individuals hold ICC certifications
in one or more of 75 areas of expertise, including over
800 Master Code Professionals (MCP), the highest
designation recognized in the profession. Many building
departments require ICC certification for employment
and career advancement.
An ICC certification represents a significant
accomplishment that offers invaluable benefits,
including:

The ICC Assessment Center offers many enhanced
features such as:


Single sign-on for both online and computer-based
testing through myICC, along with new features
such as print-on-demand certificates and automatic
combination designations.



The option to purchase exams directly from the ICC
Store.



ICC PRONTO™, your remote-proctored, online testing
option, is available for more than 70 exams. There's
no wait time to take an exam, and you can take
an exam any time of day or night, in virtually any
secure location. Taking your next ICC certification
exam is now more convenient, more comfortable and
more efficient than ever before. With ICC PRONTO,
you can take many of ICC’s national certification
exams online, at your convenience, from any secure
location.



Increased salary potential.



Career advancement opportunities.



Verification of commitment to protect public health,
safety and welfare.



Validation of technical expertise.

ICC is continually evolving exam offerings, testing
options and technology to ensure that all building and
code officials have access to the tools and resources
needed to advance in today’s fast-paced and rapidly
changing world.



Professional recognition of being certified by ICC—
the premier organization for building safety.

Make an ongoing commitment to effective code
compliance, by obtaining certifications through ICC.

ICC ONLINE EXAMS

www.iccsafe.org/certification
888-422-7233, x5524
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SAFETY 2.0
Safety 2.0 is the Code Council’s signature initiative to
welcome a new generation of members and leaders to
the building safety profession. Through the programs
below, we are Building Careers for Today’s Generation.

BUILDING SAFETY CAREER PATH
INITIATIVE
The ICC Building Safety Career Path Initiative
introduces the building safety profession as an exciting
and attractive career option for individuals and
audiences not traditionally connected to building safety.

EMERGING LEADERS MEMBERSHIP
COUNCIL
The Emerging Leaders Membership Council (ELMC)
serves as an entry point for new, motivated members to
engage in the activities of the Code Council.

HIGH SCHOOL & COLLEGE TECHNICAL
TRAINING PROGRAMS
The High School Technical Training Program (HSTTP)
and College Technical Training Program (CTTP)
are flexible educational programs based on ICC’s
International Residential Code® divided into six parts:
building, plumbing, HVAC (mechanical), electrical,
masonry and energy. Schools can easily integrate the
program into its current construction trade curricula to
better provide students with a comprehensive knowledge
of construction trades and prepare them for industry
careers.

MILITARY FAMILIES CAREER PATH
PROGRAM
The Military Families Program helps veterans who are
transitioning to civilian life and their family members
learn more about building safety career options. We are
grateful for the sacrifices the service members and their
families have made to keep us safe and are committed
to ensuring their success after service. This is a
tremendous opportunity for military family members and
veterans looking to enter the civilian workforce.

www.iccsafe.org/safety2
888-422-7233
19
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ICC Evaluation Service® (ICC-ES®)
ICC EVALUATION SERVICE, LLC (ICC-ES®) is a
subsidiary of the International Code Council and is
accredited by the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) to the requirements of ISO/IEC 17065.
With nearly a century of experience and close to 1,600
evaluation reports, ICC-ES is the industry leader in
performing technical evaluations of building products
and materials for code compliance. ICC-ES is the most
widely accepted and trusted brand in the nation and
internationally for building product evaluations.

EVALUATION REPORTS (ESR)
An ICC-ES Evaluation Report is a report on a specific
building product, and represents an independent
evaluation of how the product meets performance and
prescriptive provisions in the International Codes®
(I-Codes®), ensuring public safety while allowing
innovation to thrive. When new or innovative products
not adequately addressed by the code are submitted
for evaluation, an Acceptance Criteria is developed,
discussed and approved in open public hearings with
the Evaluation Committee and interested parties. The
ICC-ES ESRs are posted free of charge at www.icc-es.org.

PLUMBING, MECHANICAL AND
FUEL GAS LISTINGS PROGRAM (PMG)
The ICC-ES PMG is the premier product certification
program for North America, certifying Plumbing,
Mechanical and Fuel Gas products to the requirements
of International, Uniform and Canadian Codes and
Standards.
ICC-ES PMG is accredited by ANSI and the Standards
Council of Canada (SCC), offering listings to meet all
manufacturer certification needs in the United States
and Canada. ICC-ES PMG is also accredited by entidad
mexicana de acreditación (ema), to certify plumbing
products to the Official Mexican Standards (NOMs).
ICC-ES PMG is also accredited by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency to certify waterefficient products under the WaterSense® program.
ICC-ES PMG Listings are posted free of charge at
www.icc-es.org/pmg.

BUILDING PRODUCT LISTING PROGRAM
(ESL)
The ICC-ES Building Product Listing Program is
accredited by both ANSI and the SCC. It offers
listings for manufacturers of building products to show
their product compliance with applicable consensus
standard(s) referenced in the I-Codes. Compared to an
ICC-ES Evaluation Report (ESR), the program covers
aspects of the product as outlined in the standard and
specific related code sections, its installations and
implications. The listing categories can be found at
www.icc-es.org/listing.

PRODUCT TESTING
ICC-ES provides a one-stop shop for the evaluation,
listing and testing of innovative building and plumbing
products, through a cooperation with Innovation
Research Labs, a highly respected ISO 17025
accredited testing lab with over 50 years of experience.
ICC-ES' Scope of testing can be found at
www.icc-es.org/product-testing.

ICC-ES VAR ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS
(EP)
The ICC-ES Environmental Program (formerly known as
SAVE™) provides manufacturers with comprehensive
evaluation and/or certification that their products
meet specific sustainability targets. The ICC-ES
Environmental Programs offer evaluations under
the ICC-ES VAR Environmental Report Program
and certifications under the Environmental Product
Declaration Program. Learn more at www.icc-es.org/ep.

www.icc-es.org
800-423-6587 x1
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International Accreditation Service® (IAS®)
The International Accreditation Service (IAS), a
subsidiary of the ICC, provides several accreditation
programs that are used by regulators and industry
to verify if programs or institutions meet established
standards and are competent to carry out specific tasks.

A pioneer in the accreditation profession, IAS actively
develops new accreditation programs for organizations
seeking to demonstrate the highest level of competence
and service in their respective industries.

Federal, state and local governmental agencies require
accreditation to verify the technical competence of
organizations like laboratories, inspection bodies
and certification agencies. Building departments
and fire prevention departments seek accreditation
to demonstrate their competence, professional
qualifications and ability to serve their jurisdictions.

TRAINING

IAS accreditation assesses an organization’s formal
processes and procedures, staff, equipment and service
goals. IAS issues a certificate of accreditation to entities
that successfully complete the assessment process
and demonstrate compliance with the applicable
requirements.

IAS offers training in many quality-related areas
that has proven to be of value to those interested in
achieving and maintaining accreditation to international
standards. Classroom and online training programs are
custom designed for the target audience and utilize a
combination of teaching techniques including real-world
examples, student interaction and hands-on activities.

All IAS accreditation certificates, which provide details
on the accreditation status and scope of accreditation,
are available to view at no cost at www.iasonline.org.

ORGANIZATIONS ACCREDITED BY IAS
IAS uses a formal, independent and internationally
recognized process to accredit the following:


Testing and calibration laboratories



Special inspection agencies



Inspection agencies



Inspection programs for metal building
manufacturers



Inspection practices for metal building systems
assemblers



Steel, concrete, and wood wall panel fabricators
inspection programs



Commissioning training and certification providers



Product certification agencies



Training agencies and curriculum developers



Field evaluation bodies



Building departments



Fire prevention departments



Third-party building department service providers



Personnel certification bodies

INTERNATIONAL
ACCREDITATION
SERVICE
®

www.iasonline.org
866-427-4422
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S. K. Ghosh Associates
S. K. Ghosh Associates provides seismic and coderelated consulting services to engineers, businesses,
trade associations, code-writing bodies, and
governmental agencies involved in the design and
construction of buildings and other structures that are
impacted by the provisions of building codes.

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:

The company serves as a technical resource on
structural codes and standards for code development
and enforcement agencies and personnel; design
professionals; academics; and the material industries.
Technical support is provided through publications,
seminars, peer reviews, research projects, computer
programs, code interpretations and comparisons, a
website, and other means.



Interpretation of structural codes



Seminars explaining structural code provisions



Presentation to code bodies and other governmental
agencies



Historical research on structural code provisions



Assessment of effects of creep, shrinkage, and
temperature on structures



Feasibility studies on new construction products and
systems



Support of application for evaluation reports from
model code organizations



Identification of research needs, planning and
development of research programs



Peer review of structural, including seismic, design



Execution of research and development programs
related to structural performance, structural integrity
and extraordinary loads



Consultancy on code compliance of structural
design

www.skghoshassociates.com
847-991-2700
25
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General Code CMS
General Code CMS, LLC, a subsidiary of the ICC,
provides content management solutions for local
governments and associated agencies to produce greater
efficiency and transparency.

STREAMLINE AND TRACK YOUR
LAND MANAGEMENT PROCESSES
Code enforcement officers and building inspectors deal
with a lot of difficult issues. The list includes angry
homeowners and miserable weather. One thing that
shouldn’t be on this list is managing data and tracking
information. Municity® makes this aspect of your
job a lot easier. It provides an intuitive and accurate
information tracking solution that meets the demanding
needs of municipal Building, Planning & Zoning
departments. It allows you to electronically access,
manage and archive applications, inspections, permits,
photos, and more. And it will get your staff working
together as an integrated team.
Municity allows you to:


Schedule



Inspect



Permit



Access



Understand



Report

ORGANIZATION-WIDE SOLUTIONS
General Code is a reseller of Laserfiche®—the world’s
leading software for Enterprise Content Management,
business process automation and productivity-boosting
analytics. From digitizing documents to supporting
smarter decisions, Laserfiche® provides a progressive
roadmap to help organizations of all sizes embrace
the benefits of digital transformation. Laserfiche®
revolutionizes how organizations manage information,
from the point that information is captured, to reporting
and compliance.

PROCESS AUTOMATION
General Code’s newest innovation, GCStreamline,
accelerates the implementation of key Process
Automation concepts. This generates a faster return
on investment in Document and Records Management
processes within your organization. With GCStreamline,
you can enhance your return on investment and leverage
your Laserfiche® system to do more, while implementing
it faster. We can create electronic forms, configure your
workflow routing and integrate with third-party software
applications for departmental and enterprise-wide
business processes. You’ll do more with less, reduce
employee stress, and realize cost savings.

cms.generalcode.com
855-436-2633
27
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General Code Codification
General Code’s Codification Division, a subsidiary of the
ICC, provides codification services to local governments
to support compliance with state and local legislation
and to provide greater access to municipal codes and
related public documents.

ORDINANCE CODIFICATION FOR LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS
The codification process keeps a local government’s
laws organized, structured and updated to serve as
a good legal reference for the municipality and its
citizens. A legal review and analysis of local ordinances
as they relate to state statutes identifies conflicts and
ensures consistency with state laws and accuracy within
the municipal code, in paper format or online.
General Code’s Codification Services include:


Creating and publishing new municipal codes



Recodification of existing municipal codes



Integrated or stand-alone Zoning Codes that are
graphically rich or traditional text based, in print
format or online



Editorial and legal review of ordinances by attorneys,
legal editors and codification consultants



Supplementation services



Online publishing of municipal Codes via
eCode360®, General Code’s exclusive platform
specifically designed to house and deliver access to
ordinances via the Internet



eCode360® MapLink™ powered by ZoningHub™
presents Zoning Code data in an interactive map,
making it easier for developers and prospective
business owners to find and understand local zoning
regulations to keep their projects moving forward



Online access to minutes, agendas, budgets,
comprehensive plans, and other non-code materials
via PubDocs™



eCode Search™ App: the only mobile app that
allows remote, mobile access and
searchability of municipal codes

Serving over 3,000 municipal governments, General
Code delivers its codification services with unmatched
municipal expertise and commitment to client
care. General Code is dedicated to assisting local
governments to make laws and related information
more accessible by providing tools that are featurerich and focused on the user experience.

www.generalcode.com
800-836-8834
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Alliance for National & Community Resilience
ANCR is a subsidiary of the Code Council. It is a
501(c)3 nonprofit committed to creating the U.S.’s first
whole-community resilience benchmarking system. This
system will provide communities with a transparent,
practical and common-sense metric to quickly and
easily gauge their cross-sector resilience efforts.

WHAT IS RESILIENCE?
Resilience is about building strength and opportunity in
the entire community across all aspects—the economy,
the society and the infrastructure. It is about unleashing
the expertise and innovative spirit within the business
sector, building strong ties and exceptional quality
of life within neighborhoods and creating forwardlooking, supportive community organizations. It is about
making the whole community better, adaptive, more
competitive, more robust and more productive.

ABOUT ANCR:
Since its inception in 2016, ANCR has partnered with
private and public entities from a variety of different
fields to build the benchmarking system. To date, ANCR
has:


34 organizational members;



A corporate council that includes representatives
from Target and Dow Chemical; and,



More than 40 subject matter experts to serve on
technical committees.

THE ANCR BENCHMARKING SYSTEM
ANCR has identified 19 core functions that every
community, regardless of size or location, must
perform. The organization is convening subject
matter expert technical committees to address what
constitutes resilience in each area and what practical
and credible systems, ratings, guides, standards and
best practices exist to assess the resilience of each
community function. Once the discovery process is
complete, ANCR will consolidate these items into a
convenient, straightforward format. Communities will
use the benchmarks as an accredited self-assessment
to determine whole-community resilience and the
resilience of each individual community function.

www.resilientalliance.org
888-422-7233 x6238
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ICC Offices
ICC OFFICES
Governmental Affairs Office
500 New Jersey Avenue, NW,
6th Floor
Washington, DC 20001
P 888-422-7233
F 202-783-2348
Intl: 202-370-1800
Eastern Regional Office
900 Montclair Road,
Birmingham, AL 35213
P 888-422-7233
F 205-599-9871

Central Regional Office
4051 Flossmoor Road,
Country Club Hills, IL 60478
P 888-422-7233
F 708-799-4981, 800-214-7167

ICC Distribution Center
11711 W. 85th Street
Lenexa, KS 66214
P 888-422-7233
F 913-888-4526

Western Regional Office
3060 Saturn Street, Suite 100,
Brea, CA 92821
P 888-422-7233
F 562-908-5524

ICC EVALUATION SERVICE (ICC-ES)
Western Regional Office:
3060 Saturn Street, Suite 100
Brea, CA 92821
P 800-423-6587 and press 0
F 562-695-4694 or 866-891-1695
www.icc-es.org

Eastern Regional Office:
900 Montclair Road, Suite A
Birmingham, AL 35213
P 800-423-6587 and press 0
F 205-599-9850

Central Regional Office:
4051 Flossmoor Road
Country Club Hills, IL 60478
P 800-423-6587 and press 0
F 708-799-0310

INTERNATIONAL ACCREDITATION SERVICE (IAS)
3060 Saturn Street, Suite 100, Brea, CA 92821
P 562-364-8201 | www.iasonline.org

S. K. GHOSH ASSOCIATES (SKGA)

334 East Colfax Street, Unit E, Palatine, IL 60067
P 847-991-2700 | F 847-991-2702 | www.skghoshassociates.com

GENERAL CODE

781 Elmgrove Road, Rochester, NY 14624
P 585-328-1810 | Toll Free 800-836-8834 | F 585-328-8189 | www.generalcode.com

ICC ALSO OFFERS GLOBAL SERVICES
Global Services provides technical and institutional assistance to the global
community in the area of building safety. The Global Services team collaborates
with other ICC departments by providing coordination and support to global economies
interested in the adoption or adaptation of the International Codes, education and training
programs, certification, code administration and enforcement.
The ICC is committed to promoting safe building construction worldwide through practical application
of regulation and enforcement mechanisms to increase the effectiveness of the building codes and
their role in disaster risk reduction and use of sustainable natural resources.
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Our mission is to provide the highest quality codes,
standards, products and services for all concerned
with the safety and performance of the built
environment.

www.iccsafe.org
888-ICC-SAFE (422-7233)

Washington DC
500 New Jersey Avenue, NW
6th Floor, Washington, DC 20001
Eastern Regional Office
900 Montclair Road
Birmingham, AL 35213
Central Regional Office
4051 Flossmoor Road
Country Club Hills, IL 60478
Western Regional Office
3060 Saturn Street, Suite 100
Brea, CA 92821
ICC Distribution Center
11711 W 85th Street
Lenexa, KS 66214

